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Abstract. We report about the analysis, design, and experimental testing of modular structures com-
posed of bistable units derived from the classic triangular tensegrity prism. Tensegrity structures are pin-
connected frameworks, composed by bars and cables, possessing internal mechanisms and self-stress
states, and featuring a variety of structural responses depending on their prestress, edge connectivity, and
geometry. When a tensegrity system has only one internal mechanism and one self-stress state, as in the
triangular prism case, it is possible to associate to it a corresponding bistable unit, by replacing all cables
with bars and changing their edge-lengths slightly. After presenting experimental results of compression
tests carried out on microscale specimens fabricated through multiphoton lithography, we compare them
with the numerical predictions obtained by our computational model.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent times, architected metamaterials, structural systems whose physical behavior depends on the
way they are designed rather than from the bulk properties of the constituent material, are attracting
more and more attention from the scientific community. In particular, metamaterials are designed so as
to obtain extraordinary mechanical properties, such as exceptional strength-to-weight and stiffness-to-
weight ratios, frequency bandgaps, negative overall elastic moduli, negative mass density, auxeticity, and
solitary wave propagation [1] - [13]. Bistability is one of the difficult-to-find and most desired features
in current studies on architected materials [14] - [19]. Tensegrity systems, pin-connected prestressed
frameworks composed by bars and cables, constitute a particular structural class in that their response
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to statical and dynamical actions incude a rich variety of non-linear effects [20, 21], [10] -[13]. We here
focus on the bistability property of some tensegrity structures [21] to design and fabricate bistable latticed
structures at the nanoscale. The fabrication is performed by means of multiphoton lithography [22, 23],
the only available technique to additively manufacture the lattices we analyze in this study.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the method to derive bistable lattices from
a particular subclass of tensegrity systems. In Section 3 we give details about the fabrication technique
and experimental setup, together with the results of the indentation tests. Numerical predictions obtained
by a reduced order elastic model are reported in Section 4. Our conclusions follow in Section 5.

2 BISTABLE LATTICES WITH TENSEGRITY ARCHITECTURE

Tensegrity systems are characterized by the existence of a self-stress state, that is a set of axial forces
in the elements in equilibrium with null external loads, and they can also possess internal mechanisms,
which are nodal displacements which cause null first-order elongation of the elements, excluding rigid-
body displacements. Self-stress states and mechanisms belongs to the left and right nullspaces of the
equilbrium operator, expressing the linear relationship betweeen the axial forces in the elements and
the extenal loads [24]. We consider here the subclass of tensegrity systems possessing a single internal
mechanism and a single self-stress state, which means that the equilibrium operator is represented by a
rank-deficient square matrix, with rank deficiency equal to one. Stable tensegrity systems with internal
mechanisms satisfy the so-called prestress-stability condition, signifying that the self-stress state im-
parts first-order geometric stiffness to any internal mechanism, which are then referred to as first-order
infinitesimal mechanisms [24].

Figure 1: (a) Three-aligned-hinges system. (b) Triangular tensegrity prism. (c) Monostable load-vs-displacement
plot. (d) Simple bistable system. (e) A bistable bar-framework corresponding to the tensegrity prism in (b). (f)
Bistable load-vs-displacement plot. Curved green arrows in (b) and (e) indicate the twisting of the top base in the
relative screw motion between bases.
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Figure 1 illustrates the behavior of two prestress-stable systems, the simple three-aligned-hinges system
(Fig. 1, a) [25], and the classical tensegrty prism (Fig. 1, b), when they are subjected to a load activating
the mechanism. The typical load-vs-displacement curve is of stiffening type, and it can be approximated
by a cubic with an inflexion point at the origin (Fig. 1, c). The slope at the origin is directly proportional
to the level of self-stress t0 in the elements. It can be verified that, by reversing the sign of prestress of a
tensegrity system with the above-mentioned properties, the equilibrium configuration becomes unstable,
and that two other stress-free stable equilibrium configuration arise (Fig. 1, d, e). The response to a load
activating the internal mechanism is then of bistable type (Fig. 1, f) and it is associated to a double-well
elastic energy.

A triangular tensegrity prism can be obained by considering a triangular prism with nodes at the ver-
tices, bars along the edges, and cables along the diagonals of the lateral faces. In the stable prestressed
equilibrium configuration, the top base is rotated with respect to the bottom base by an angle equal to
θ0 = π/6, which is referred to as the twist angle at equilibrium (cf [20]). This value does not change
when considering different circumscribed radii of the two bases, as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The first-order
infinitesimal mechanims is a relative screw motion (roto-translation) between bases, with the screw axis
passing through the bases’ centroids.

The corresponding bistable unit is obtained by replacing cables with bars, and realizing the edge-lengths
so as to have a twist angle slightly different from π/6. The structure is stress-free in this configuration,
which we name as primary stable configuration (corresponding to point A in Fig. 1, f). When applying a
vertical load to the top base, while having the bottom base fixed to the ground, the system snaps into the
secondary stable configuration (corresponding to point B in Fig. 1, f), through a relative screw motion
between bases, analogous to the mechanism of the original tensegrity structure.

Figure 2: (a) Bistable assembly composed of six tensegrity prisms (one highlighted in red). (b, c) Fabricated
samples. (d) View of a sample during the indentation experiment.

3 FABRICATION BY MPL AND INDENTATION EXPERIMENTS

In order to test the bistable behavior of this system, we designed the modular assembly in Fig. 2 (a)
where three double units are assembled together side by side, a double unit being composed of two
prisms which are the mirror image of each other. The size of the middle bases is chosen so as to prevent
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Figure 3: Force-vs-displacements plots for repeated loading-unloading cycles.

contact during activation of the bistable mechanism.

Several lattices with the geometry shown in Fig. 2 (a) have been fabricated by the multiphoton lithogra-
phy (MPL) technique, which permit to obtain beam members with cross sections of 250 nm minimum
radius (Fig. 2, b). Although the fabricated lattices have beam members which are rigidly connected to
each other at the nodes, these lattices can still inherit the bistable behavior from the parent tensegrity
architecture, when beam bending, shear, and torsion remain limited, as we will show in the next section.

The material for the specimens has been prepared by mixing organic-inorganic constituents, such as: Zr-
DMAEMA composed of of 70 wt % zirconium propoxide, 10 wt% (2-dimethylaminoethyl) methacrylate
(DMAEMA) (Sigma-Aldrich), and 20 wt% ASTM type II deionized, distilled water. Initially, 1.4 ml of
3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (MAPTMS) (Sigma-Aldrich) have been mixed with 0.14 gr of
hydrochloric acid into a vial. Then, 137.7 µl of DMAEMA has been mixed with 0.66 ml of a zirconium
(IV) propoxide solution containing 70 wt% 1-propanol in another vial. Finally, the two mixtures have
been mixed together and diluted with 0.2 ml of distilled water and 0.016 gr of photoinitiator, which
consists of 4,4-bis(diethylamino)benzophenone (Sigma-Aldrich). After placing the mixture on a glass
substrate in vacuum for 24 hours, specimen fabrication has been performed. Futher details on the fabri-
cation procedure are reported in [22]. The Young modulus of the fabricated material has been estimated
with preliminary tests to be equal to E = 1.281 GPa.

Indentation experiment have been performed by applying unilateral displacement-controlled loading-
unloading cycles of increasing amplitude (Fig. 2, c). Results of the testing are shown in Fig. 3. We
can observe that force-vs-displacement curves have the following common features: there is a marked
softening behavior; the softening part of the curve leads to a secondary stable equilibrium configuration
upon unloading; the secondary configuration is preserved during successive loading-unloading cycles;
the curve presents a slight visocelastic character. Moreover, it can be oserved that, in association with the
softening behavior, the three middle triangles undergo a twisting motion. In addition, the curves show
that when the loads is close to reaching the peak value, there can be microcracking events taking place,
which are denoted by a sawtooth pattern in the curve.
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Figure 4: Dimensionless force-vs-displacement plot obtained numerically for the bistable assembly.

4 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

We implemented a reduced-order model in a large-displacement regime based on the Stick&Spring ap-
proach (see, e.g. [26] -[28]). In the model, the nodal displacements are taken as Lagrangian parameters,
while members can only extend or contract in a linearly elastic fashion, with stiffness constant ka, while
they are rigid with respect to bending, shear, and torsion deformations. Additional angular linearly elas-
tic springs are placed at the nodes, with stiffnesss constant ks, to respond to changes in angle between the
axes of pairs of members which are not part of a triangle. These angular springs account for the actual
bending of beams in the fabricated lattices.

Figure 4 shows the static response to a vertical downward load applied to the studied assembly. In the
plot, the dimensionless load F∗ is one third of the actual load divided by the stiffness constant of the
shortest beam and by the beams’ minimum diameter, while the dimensionless displacement δ is the
vertical displacement divided by the height of the assembly. As to the geometric parameters in this
simulation, we have that a/b = 0.7, a/h = 0.25, ∆θ0 =−7degrees, where a and b are the circumscribed
radii to the bottom and top bases of the unit, h is the height of the assembly, and ∆θ0 = θ0 − π/6.
The two curves differ in the value of the angular stiffness constant, this is null for the black curve, and
it satisfies ks/(a2ka) = 0.00025 for the color (grey) curve. The simulation is consistent with the fact
that in a force-controlled loading-unloading experiment, the system would snap from a primary stable
configuration (corresponding to point A in Fig. 4) to a secondary stable configuration (corresponding to
points B in Fig. 4), passing along a softening-type path before snapping. A behavior which is qualitatively
similar to that observed in the indentation experiments, while the differences can be partly ascribed to
the viscoleastic behavior of the photoresistive material.

We then performed the same numerical experiment on a three-layer assembly obtained by superposing
copies of the previously considered system on top of each other (Fig. 5, a). The three layers differ from
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Figure 5: (a) Three-layer assembly. (b) Dimensionless force-vs-displacement plot of the three-layer assembly.

one another in the stiffness of the angular springs, which are chosen with a 5 percent difference from
one layer to another in order to obtain a sequential snapping of the layers. Geometric parameters are the
same as in the previous assembly, and ks/(a2ka) = 0.00021 for the middle layer. The resulting force-vs-
displacement curve (Fig. 5, b) shows that there are multiple stable configurations (points A, B, C, D in
Fig. 5, b), related to the bistable behavior of the individual layers.

5 CONCLUSIONS

- A method to obtain bistable lattices from parent tensegrity architectures has been illustrated.

- A bistable assembly composed of triangular tensegrity prisms has been designed, fabricated by
MPL, and subjected to indentation testing.

- The experimental force-vs-displacement curves highlight a softening response which brings the
structure to a secondary stable equilibrium configuration. Such secondary configuration is main-
tained during successive loading-unloading cycles. In addition, a slight viscoelastic behavior is
observed, together with occasional microcraking events.

- A Stick&Spring reduced-order model is employed to simulate indentation esperiment, confirming
that the observed experimental behavior results from the bistable design of the constituent units.

- A three-layer system is analyzed numerically to show that multistable lattices can be obtained.
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